Violence is very bad for teenagers. Today a lot of teens use violence like bullying one another and some use violence to talk to their friends or play with their friends. Some teens use violence against adults and it is very cruel for teenagers to do that.

Violence can also affect my life like when people using violence I might thought it was a fun way to play or talk with friends and I try to copy them and I get in trouble because of it. I might make my mom or family feel embarrassing because they found out I use violence to another people and they said I'm a bad kid and my parent don't know how to take care of me. It also affect my grade in school, because a student must respect all the adult in school or outside school and if I use violence I can't focus on my studying and my grade will be going down. Beside I will get in trouble for being violence to another adult or student in school and my parent has to come up to talk to the principal. I also may being expelled from school.

Violence includes fighting, and it might happen with people attitude. Violence can happen to teens because their family don't stop them, they let their children go outside all the time and don't know that their children play with bad kids and using violence to another people. Some parent use violence on their children and it will affect their children when they grow up.

Violence can be stop. To stop violence I think we should try to help teenagers who been using violence because of the movie they watch, or they might get hurt because their family use violence on them. And their parent must have a talk to them about violence and tell them how violence hurt people or maybe themselves. Also parents must be responsible.
for what their children is watching like if they saw their children watching a violence movie, they must stop their children immediately and tell them not to watch violence movie again.

In conclusion, violence is very bad and it hurt a lot of people, so we should try and do something to prevent violence. And help kid to learn a good thing and stay away violence. Also stop the parents who use violence on kids. So when they grow up violence won't affect them.